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I. INTRODUCTION 
This work is, in some sense, a sequel to some recent results of the first 
author (H. Ishii [26]). We are concerned with appropriate weak solutions 
of fully nonlinear, second-order, elliptic, possibly degenerate quations of 
the following form 
F(x,u,Du,D%)=O (1.1) 
in an open subset Q of R”, where F is, say, a real-valued continuous func- 
tion on r= 0 x R x R” x Mn and Mn will denote the space of n x n real 
symmetric matrices. The unknown u will always be a scalar (real-valued) 
function on a, Du and D2u denote respectively the gradient of u and the 
Hessian of U. As it is customary to say, (1.1) is said to be (degenerate) 
elliptic if for all (x, t, p, X) E r, YE m/on the following inequality holds 
Fb, t, P, X+ Y) d W, t, P, X) if YaO, (1.2) 
where we endow FU’ with the usual partial ordering. Note that this 
assumption covers in particular the completely degenerate case when F 
does not depend on X, i.e., the particular case of first-order Hamilton- 
Jacobi equations of the following form 
F(x, u, Du)=O. (1.3) 
Because of this possible degeneracy (and the highly nonlinear form of the 
equations considered here) classical solutions (smooth) cannot be expected 
to exist. 
Therefore, we will work with the so-called viscosity solutions which, 
roughly speaking, are functions for which all inequalities expected from the 
classical maximum principle argument when comparing u with smooth test 
functions do hold. Precise definitions will be given below. Viscosity solu- 
tions were introduced by M. G. Crabdall and P. L. Lions [ 161 and allowed 
a complete treatment of the first-order Hamilton-Jacobi Eqs. (1.3): general 
uniqueness results were first obtained in M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions 
[ 161 and were subsequently improved, adapted, and reinterpreted in M. G. 
Crandall, L. C. Evans, and P. L. Lions [14], H. Ishii [27], [28], M. G. 
Crandall and P. L. Lions [17], [18], [ 191, M. G. Crandall, H. Ishii, and 
P. L. Lions [15]. 
Existence, based upon the vanishing viscosity method and approxima- 
tion arguments, was studied in P. L. Lions [38], [39], G. Barles [4], [S], 
P. E. Souganidis [52], H. Ishii [28], [29], M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions 
1171, [lS], [19]. An important improvement and simplification of the 
existence program was achieved with the observation due to H. Ishii [30] 
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that “good” uniqueness results yield existence via an adaptation of the 
classical Perron’s method, a general statement which puts the emphasis 
upon uniqueness results. Let us mention at this stage that the whole first- 
order theory can be, with some care, carried out in infinite dimensions: see 
M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions [19], [20], [21], [22] for further details. 
At this stage, it is worth mentioning that uniqueness depends crucially in 
these works upon the following obvious fact 
am- Y)) = -D,(@(x- Y)) (1.4) 
for any smooth (say C’) function @. This relation alows a certain cancella- 
tion in the uniqueness proof. 
This very fact seemed to prevent any extension to second-order equa- 
tions since we have now for second derivatives 
mw - Y)) = qwx - y)) (1.5) 
and the desired cancellation disappears. However, uniqueness was to be 
expected from several arguments: one of which was the observation, made 
a posteriori after the introduction of viscosity solutions, that the notion of 
viscosity solutions is intimately connected with the accretivity of operators 
like those given in (1.1) in spaces like C (or L” ), a fact which made the 
link between this theory and arguments, reminiscent of Minty’s device, 
introduced by L. C. Evans [24], [25] to pass to the limit in equations like 
(1.1). The other argument in favour of general uniqueness results was the 
uniqueness results shown by P. L. Lions [41], [42] for Hamilton-Jacobi- 
Bellman equations (i.e., (1.1) with F convex or concave in D*u, Du, . ..). the 
proof there was based upon stochastic control considerations, which trans- 
lated in purely anlytical arguments till require the use of comparison func- 
tions with some regularity-a fact which seems related to the convexity 
assumption. Note, however, that this method can be carried out in infinite 
dimensions as observed recently in P. L. Lions [45]. 
Major progress was made on the uniqueness question by R. Jensen [34]: 
as it was later reformulated and simplified in R. Jensen, P. L. Lions and 
P. E. Souganidis [35] (see also P. L. Lions and P. E. Souganidis [49]), the 
main idea in [31] is to regularize sub- or supersolutions of (1.1) by the so- 
called sup or inf convolutions essentially keeping the sub- or supersolution 
properties-a fact already noted by J. M. Lasry and P. L. Lions [37]-and 
then to use an appropriate version of the classical maximum principle-in 
fact, an adaptation of the maximum principles due to A. D. Alexandrov 
[l], I. Bakelman 121, C. Pucci [52], J. M. Bony [9], P. L. Lions [42]. 
Jensen’s approach however was limited (in [34], [35 3, [49]) to cases 
when stringent restrictions on the x-dependence were made; this because 
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one was insisting on having sub- or supersolutions of the same equation 
after regularizations. 
Recently, the first author (H. Ishii [26]) relined Jensen’s argument by 
observing that regularization yields sub- and supersolutions of modified 
equations and that the Alexandrov type maximum principle gives non- 
trivial informations on some matrices (of second derivatives). Then, by a 
careful matrix analysis, uniqueness may be deduced, i.e., one can “control 
the modifications or perturbations of the original equation by the matrix 
bounds obtained through the maximum principle.” This strategy was 
implemented effectively in two cases in [26], the newest of which is the 
class of the so-called Isaacs-Bellman equations. 
One of our goals here is to improve, simplify (a bit), and extend this 
approach and also to apply it to other classes of equations. This is why we 
recall first briefly the main arguments of [34], [35], [26] in Section II and 
as we will see the whole uniqueness program will boil down eventually to 
matrix analysis. Once this is done, we will derive several uniqueness results 
for strictly elliptic equations (Section III), combinations of various cases 
and parabolic problems (Section IV), uniformly elliptic equations, 
quasilinear equations and Monge-Ampere equations (Section V). In all 
these sections, we will deal with Eq. (1.1) set in a bounded domain Q and 
Dirichlet-type boundary conditions: roughly speaking, solutions will have 
fixed values on the whole boundary %2. It is a routine work to adapt these 
results to the case of unbounded domains or of the whole space, provided 
of course appropriate restrictions at infinity and corresponding assump- 
tions on F are made (as in [28], [lS], [27] for instance ...). 
But other boundary conditions are of interest, in particular for applica- 
tions to control problems or differential games. We will show in Sec- 
tions VI.1 and VI.2 how the viscosity formulation of Neumann type bound- 
ary conditions introduced in P. L. Lions [44]-see also B. Perthame and 
R. Sanders [SO], H. Ishii [31 ]-may be combined with our approach in 
order to obtain general existence and uniqueness results in the case of 
Neumann type boundary conditions. Another important class of boundary 
conditions is the one which originates in state-constraints problems in Con- 
trol (or Differential Games) theory: this boundary condition, as originally 
introduced by M. H. Soner [Sl], I. Capuzzo-Dolcetta and P. L. Lions 
[ 121 for first-order problems and used in J. M. Lasry and P. L. Lions [38] 
for “nondegenerate” second-order problems, can also be treated with our 
approach (see Section VI.3). Such “state-constraints” boundary conditions 
play also a crucial role in a more relined analysis of Dirichlet type condi- 
tions. Indeed, imposing values everywhere on the boundary aQ is in 
general hopeless for equations like (1.1) which may present important 
degeneracies. As it was realized in I. Capuzzo-Dolcetta and P. L. Lions 
[12], H. Ishii [31], G. Barles and B. Pethame [6], [7], at the boundary 
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points where the prescribed value is not achieved one has to impose those 
state-constraints boundary conditions (roughly speaking, those points play 
the same role as interior points for uniqueness purposes). This allows a 
more subtle interpretation of Dirichlet boundary conditions and this is 
precisely what we do in Section VI.4. 
Finally, Section VII is devoted to the study of some regularity results. 
Let us point out that further regularity results for viscosity solutions of 
uniformly elliptic Eqs. (1.1) are to be found in L. Caffarelli [lo], N. S. 
Trudinger [55], [56]. We would like to mention also that after all the 
results presented here were obtained, the second author was informed by 
Neil Trudinger that a variation of Jensen’s original argument is possible in 
order to obtain general uniqueness results for uniformly elliptic equations: 
such results are thus proved by an entirely different method from 0urs.r 
Let us conclude this introduction with a few notations: for x, ye [w”, 1x1, 
(x, y) denote, respectively, the usual norm and scalar product on OX”, B,(x) 
denotes the open ball centered at x of radius r > 0, B, = B,(O), M(m, n) 
denotes the space of real m x n matrices. For A E Ml(m, n), ‘A, lJA/), Tr(A) 
stand respectively for the transpose, the norm, and the trace of A (if m = n): 
we take for instance the following norm IIA(I = (xi,, ai)l’* if A = (LZ~)~. Let 
us also mention that each time this is not ambiguous B, will denote 
indifferently an open ball of radius r in any euclidean space or even in 
M(m, n) or Ml”. Recall also that in everything that follows s2 is assumed to 
be bounded unless explicit mention of the contrary is made. Finally, we will 
denote by I and 0 the identity matrix and the zero matrix, respectively. 
II. THE GENERAL STRATEGY FOR 
UNIQUENESS AND COMPARISON RESULTS 
We first recall the definition of viscosity solutions of (1.1). 
DEFINITION. Let u be an upper-semicontinuous function (resp. lower 
semi-continuous) on Q; u is said to be a viscosity subsolution of (1.1) 
(resp. supersolution) if for all cp E C*(Q) the following inequality holds at 
each local maximum (resp. minimum) point x,, E 52 of u - cp 
m,, 4-d, mJ(x,), D2q(xcJ) d 0 
(rev. W,, u(x,), D4h), D2dxo)) 2 0). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
‘After this work was completed, we learned from R. Jensen that he obtained structure 
conditions somewhat similar to the one presented in Section IV. 
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Then, u E C(Q) is said to be a viscosity solution of (1 .l ) if u is a viscosity 
subsolution and a viscosity supersolution of (1.1). 
Remarks. (1) It is possible to replace local by global, or local strict, or 
global strict. 
(2) It is possible to give an intrinsic formulation of the notion in 
terms of generalized derivatives (see [40]) but we will not do so here. 
(3) One may define (as in [32]) viscosity solutions which do not 
satisfy (semi-) continuity properties by requiring in the subsolution case 
that the USC envelope of U, namely 
u*(x) = lim sup u(y), 
i’ + .r’. .L’ t R 
is finite and a viscosity subsolution (similarly one uses the lsc envelope 
24*= -(-~4)*=lirninf,~,,,.,, u(y) for the supersolution part) but we will 
not need to do so here. 
Next, we want to describe the main ingredients in our strategy to prove 
uniqueness and comparison results. More precisely, we will try to compare 
an USC bounded viscosity subsolution u of (1.1) and a lsc bounded viscosity 
supersolution u of (1.1). We will denote by 
M= sup {z4*(x)-U*(x)}+ (2.3) 
XGdR 
and we will in fact always use the following observation 
- 
hm {u(x~)-v(Y~)) GM (2.4) n 
whenever x,, Y,EQ, dist(x,, &2) 2 0, x,-y, ;: 0 (and thus 
d( y,, X!) 2 0). The typical assertion we want to prove is 
u(x) - u(x) d M in Q. (2.5) 
Before going into the description of the first steps of the proof of (2.5), 
let us immediately mention the implication of such a result on existence. 
PROPOSITION 11.1. Assume that the comparison assertion (2.5) holds for 
any pair (u, v) with the properties indicated above and assume that there exist 
f; g E C(D) respectively viscosity subsolution and super-solution of (1.1) such 
that f = g = cp on al2. Then, there exists a unique viscosity solution u E C(d) 
of(l.1) such that u=cp on a52 (andf<udg on 0). 
This is an immediate application of Perron’s method as in Ishii [30], 
[26]: indeed, one considers the function u defined as the supremum of, say, 
all USC subsolutions of (1.1) equal to cp on 852. Observe that f d u 6 g in 
505,83:1-3 
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0. The main idea of Perron’s construction (maximality) translates into the 
statement hat U* which is lsc in D (and continuous at &!) is a viscosity 
supersolution of (1.1) while the stability of viscosity subsolutions through 
sup operations yields the fact that u* which is USC on 0 (and continuous 
at 852, taking cp as boundary values) is a viscosity subsolution of (1.1). 
Therefore, by the uniqueness-comparison assumption, U* < U* in Q while 
obviously by definition U* > U* in Sz. Thus, u is continuous and is the 
unique viscosity solution of (1.1)! 
The first step towards the proof of (2.5) is the construction of 
appropriate regularizations of u and u. The one we take here is the one 
used in [34], which is a bit different from the one originally considered by 
R. Jensen [53] and much simpler. We set for E E (0, l] 











(i.e., the “usual” sup convolution or inf convolution). It is straightforward 
to check that u&, U, are bounded, Lipschitz continuous on D, the y’s and 
the z’s in (2.6)-(2.7) may be restricted by 
IX-Y1 GJL Ix-21 dC,Ji (2.8) 
where Co = [(2 sup, Iu] ) ~(2 sup, l~l)] ‘I*, and that u&, u, are respectively 
semi-convex, semi-concave on Sz that is, more precisely, 
1 






These easy claims (and more relined bounds) may be found in J. M. Lasry 
and P. L. Lions [36]. 
Next, the argument made in [34], [28] adapts and yields easily the 
following 
PROPOSITION 11.2. Assume (to simplzyy) that F satisfies 
K-G t, P, A 1 B F(x, s, P, A 1, VxE~,Vt>,s,VpE[W”,VAEM”. 
Then, uE is a viscosity subsolution of 
FC(x, u’:, LW, D2u”) = 0 in Q,, 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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where F,(x, t, p, A)=Min{F(y, t, p, A)/ly-xl <C,,E”~). and a,= {xEQ, 
dist(x, &I) < C0~‘12}. Similarly, v, is a viscosity supersolution of 
F&(x, v,, Dv,, D*v,) = 0 in Q,, (2.13) 
where FE(x) t, p, A) = Max{F( y, t, p, A)/lx- y( d C,E”*}. 
The second step in the proofs of (2.5) we will make in the next section 
is given by the following result which is an immediate adaptation of 
Proposition 5.1 in H. Ishii [26]. 
PROPOSITION 11.3. Let cp E C*(Q x Q), set w(x, y) = u’(x) - v,(y) for 
x, y E Q, and assume that w - cp achives its maximum over Q, x a, at a point 
(x, ~)EQ,xQ,. Th en, if (2.11) holds there exist matrices X, YE M” such 
that 
F,(.% u”(X), D,cp(Z j), A’) < 0 (2.14) 
F”( j, v,(Y), - D,cp(X, ~3, - Y) 3 0 (2.15) 
-zr< 6 D*q(X, j). F (2.16) 
Note that (2.16) implies in particular that X+ Y 6 0 as soon as we 
choose cp(x, y) = @(x - y): indeed, in this case D2q becomes the matrix 
( !gg;-2’1, ) -&$:.~$‘) and any point of the form (:) for 5 E UX” is in its 
kernel, so that by (2.16) 
(Jx,5)+(yt,5)~0 
proving thus our claim. This simple consequence of (2.16) is a form of the 
maximum principle shown in R. Jensen [34]: indeed X, j can be made as 
close as we wish to a maximum point of u - v by convenient choices of @ . . . 
Note also that the “hopeless equality” (1.5) is now reflected by the equality 
of the diagonal terms of the above matrix. And, roughly speaking, the 
difficulties associated with (1.5) will be circumvented by exploiting fully the 
complete matrix instead of looking only at its diagonal part. 
We will not re-prove Proposition 11.3 here and we refer instead to 
H. Ishii [26]: we will only mention that its proof in [26] is a direct conse- 
quence of the Alexandrov type maximum principle shown in R. Jensen 
[34] that we described in the Introduction. 
We now deduce from Proposition II.3 above one particular uniqueness 
result, namely the one obtained in R. Jensen, P. L. Lions, and P. E. 
Souganidis [351-a variant of it being also independently given in H. Ishii 
[26]. To this end, we will use the following assumptions 
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forallxESZ, R>t>s3-R,pEW, AEM~. 
F’l‘(x, t, P, A)-F(x t, P, AlI <~,(lx-yl(l + IPI)) (2.18) 
ifx,yEQ, Itl<R, PEW, A~Ml~,forall R<oo;or 
IF(x, t, p,A)-F(y, 4 p, A)1 <0,(1x-yl) (2.19) 
if x,y~Q, ItldR, lpl<R, AEM~, for all R< m where We +O as 
CT-O,. 
THEOREM 11.1. Assume (2.17). If, in addition, (2.18) holds or if (2.19) 
holds and u or v is locally Lipschitz in Q, then the assertion (2.5) holds. 
Sketch of proof Using first the fact that X+ Y < 0 if we choose 
cp(x, y) = @(x - y), we deduce with such a choice from the ellipticity condi- 
tion (1.2) 
F”( Y, VA Y), -D, dx, Y), a 2 0. 
Therefore, by (2.17) and (2.18), there exists y > 0 such that 
y(u”(x)-v,(y))+ ~o{(lX-y +2Coa”2)(1 + ID@(X-j)l)), 
where o(a) + 0 as cr + 0, (w may be taken continuous). Next, we let E go 
to O,, we choose rp(x, y)=(1/26) Ix-yl*, and (extracting subsequences if 
necessary) we may assume that (X, j) converges to a maximum point 
(x,, y,) E Q x Q of u(x) -u(y) - (l/26) Ix - yl* over Q x 52: indeed, the 
case of boundary points is easily taken care of using (2.4). Thus, we have 
Y(~(xo)--v(Yo))+6~ Ix -Y I I+&Y,l 
b 4 )I 
and we conclude easily observing that Ix0 - y, I 2/6 -+ 0 as 6 + 0 + . 
As it is standard in the theory of viscosity solutions, if u or u is Lipschitz, 
one can replace (2.18) in the proof by the weaker condition (2.19) observ- 
ing that D@(X - j) is bounded independently of E and 6 (at least if all 
maxima remain in a compact subset of 52). 
We now conclude this section by giving another example of an applica- 
tion of Proposition II.3 above: we will explain briefly how Proposition II.3 
yields the uniqueness for Isaacs-Bellman equations, i.e., we take 
F(x, t, p, A) = inf sup { -Tr{Z;aB(x). TEorg(x). A} 
0rs.d pta 
+ (b,,(X)? P) + c,p(x)t - f&) 17 (2.20) 
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where d, 98 are two given sets, C,, is (for all XEQ, EEJ$, DEB) an 
element of Ml(n, m), C,,, b,,, c,~, fup are bounded uniformly continuous 
on d uniformly in a E d, p E S?. We will use the following conditions 
3co > 0, cap(x) 2 co forall UE&, BE@‘, XED (2.21) 
I&(x)-~@(Y)II 6 c lx-.A”, vx, y E 0, vu E sd, v/? E L?d (2.22) 
for some C>,O, 0E IO, 11; 
lbz,dx)-b&4 dClx-yl, Qx, y~0, VUE~, V~EL?J (2.23) 
for some CaO. 
The following result is essentially due to H. Ishii [26]. 
THEOREM 11.2. Assume that F is given by (2.20) and that (2.21) holds. 
Then, if (2.23) and (2.22) hold with 0 = 1 or if u or v is locally Lipschitz in 
Q and (2.22) holds with 0 > 4, the comparison assertion (2.5) holds. 
Sketch of proof: The main idea of the proof is the following conse- 
quence of (2.16). Choose cp(x, y) = (l/26) (x- y12 so that 
then, observing that if C, , Z, E M(n, m) the following matrix 
c,.Tc, c,.Tz* 
.x2. r.z, .z;, . Tz2 
is nonnegative, we may multiply (2.16) by this matrix and take the trace. 
In this way, we obtain 
Tr(X‘, . ‘2, . X) + Tr(Z, . ‘Z2. Y) d $ Tr{ (C, - Z,). ‘(C, - .Z,)}. (2.24) 
Then, the rest of the proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 11.1: 
with the same notations, one obtains using (2.21), (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24) 
co(u(xo) - 4Yo)) + G Q&h + g 1x0 - y, I2 
and one concludes easily since (l/6) Ix0 - y, 1’ -+ 0 as 6 -+ 0,. The case 
when u or v is Lipschitz is a standard adaptation. 
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III. STRICTLY ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS 
III. 1. Main Uniqueness Result 
We will consider throughout this section a particular class of Eqs. ( 1.1) 
that we call strictly elliptic equations. We will assume 
F(X, t, P, A) d F(X, t, P, B) - VR Tr(A - B) forsome v,>O (3.1) 
if A Z B, x E D, 1 tl d R, p E R”, for all R < co, and we will also use the 
weaker version of (3.1) where p varies just in B,: we will denote by (3.1~) 
this weaker condition. It is quite clear that (3.1) is a much stronger notion 
of ellipticity than (1.2). 
We will need to restrict the x-dependence of F and we will have to 
assume 
IF(x, t, P> A)-F(y, t, p, A)1 
~cR+wR(ix-yi) ~x-.id’Ip~*+‘+~R(~x-~~) IjAIl (3.2) 
for x,y~6, ItJ<R, PER”, AEM~ and R>O, where TE[O, 11, CR is 
a positive constant and oR, pR are nonnegative functions on [0, cc) 
satisfying, respectively, ~~(0) +O as CT+O+ and ~+O(~R(~)/~)d~<~. 
We will also use another condition 
IW, t, P, A)-Fty, t, P, AlI <0R(lx- yl’(l + IMO) (3.3) 
for some 0>;, if x,y~Q ItldR, Ip(<R, AEM”, where o,(a)+0 as 
G + 0 + and wR(r)( 1 + r) is bounded for r 2 0, for all R -C 00. 
As usual, typical examples of uR are oR(a) = K,o for some K, 2 0 in 
which case if we take (for instance) CR = r = 0 in (3.2), (3.2) really means 
that the x-derivative of F grows at most quadratically in p and linearly in 
A-the so-called natural conditions . . . 
We may now state our main result. 
THEOREM 111.1. (1) Assume (2.17), (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3), then the 
comparison assertion (2.5) holds. 
(2) Assume (2.17), (3.lw), and (3.3). Then, ifu or v is locally Lipschitz 
in 52, the comparison assertion (2.5) holds. 
Remarks. (1) We do not know if conditions (3.2) or (3.3) are sharp; 
they are possibly not in the case of uniformly elliptic equations with 
Lipschitz solutions. 
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(2) Let us introduce a stronger form of (3.3): 
I~(4 t, P> A)-F(Y, 6 P, ‘411 6~,(Ix-Yl(l+ IPI + IMI)) (3.3s) 
forx,yE~,1t(~R,pE[W”,AE~~andR>O,whereo,(a)~Oasa-r0+. 
As the proof of part (2) of the above theorem will show, assertion (2.5) 
holds if (2.17) (3.1) and (3.3s) are satisfied. 
The proof of Theorem III.1 is presented in the next two subsections: we 
begin with the Lipschitz case in Section 111.3, while the proof of (1) will be 
given in Section 111.2. 
111.2. Proof of Part (2) of Theorem III.1 
We begin by proving part (2) of Theorem 111.1. The first step consists in 
passing to the limit as E goes to 0, in Proposition 11.3. To this end, we 
consider cp(x, y) = (l/26) Ix - yl 2 and maximize over Q x Q the function 
u(x)-w$ I~-Y12~~(~)--u(Y)-cp(~, y). 
To simplify the presentation, we argue by contradiction and assume that 
sup, (U - u) > M. From this, we deduce easily that for 6 small enough, the 
above function achieves its maximum over Q x 52 and that its maxima lie 
in a fixed compact subset of Q x 52. We then fix 6 small enough and we 
consider for E E (0, l] the function w,(x, y) = U’(X) - u,(y) - cp(x, y), and 
we maximize it over 02,x 0,. From the definitions (2.6)-(2.7) of ~8, u,, we 
see that 
On the other hand if (X,, y,) is a maximum point, there exist 
(;G,, G,)EQxQ such that 
u”(X,) = u(i,) - f IX, - i2, 12, (3.5) 
and IX, - &I 9 C, &, I j, - ?,I d C,,,&. Hence, we deduce from (3.4) and 
(3.5) 
!@ {4%)-u(.c,)-cp(%, P,,} =!@ {~E(~E)-uDE(yE)-(P(XE, y,,} 
2 sup {u(x) - U(Y) - cp(x, Y)} 
QxR 
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therefore (extracting subsequences if necessary), (a,, 9,) converges to a 
maximum over Q x 52 of u(x)-u(y)- cp(x, y) which lie in a compact 
subset of Q x Q. In conclusion, we deduce that, for E small enough, w, 
admits a maximum point over a, x 6, that we denote by (X,, j,) which 
belongs to QB x Q,. Furthermore, (X,, j,) converges to a maximum (X, J) 
over Q x Q of u(x) - u(y) - cp(x, y) and U&(X,), u,( j,) converge respectively 
to u(X), u(j). Finally, observe that since u or v is locally Lipschitz 
on Q then D,cp(X,, j,) = -D,cp(X,, 7,) = (1/6)(X,-j,) is bounded inde- 
pendently of E and 6. 
We may now apply Proposition II.3 and we deduce the existence of 
X,, Y,E M” such that 
FAf,, UY-f,), f (2, - Y,), x,1 G 0 (3.6) 
FTY,, ~,(Y,h f (2, - Y,), - Y,) 3 0 (3.7) 
(3.8) 
Using (3.lw), we deduce from (3.6) that for some v > 0 
v Tr(X: -Xc)< -Fe x,,u’(x,),~(X,-.v,),X: < C6 (3.9) 
for some positive constant C6 independent of E. The last inequality is due 
to (3.8) which implies obviously X, < (l/S)1 and thus 
i.e., X,+ is bounded independently of E. But this combined with (3.9) 
immediately implies that X, is bounded independently of E. Similarly, one 
shows that Y, is bounded independently of E. Extracting subsequences if
necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that X, 2 XE Ml”, 






F j,v(j),;(X-j), -Y 
> 
>O (3.11) 
(: oy&(-: -:>. (3.12) 
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Recall also from the above considerations that there exists a positive 
constant C independent of 6 such that 
We want now to conclude the proof of (2.5) using these inequalities and 
the assumptions made upon F. To this end, we recall that (3.12) implies 
X+ Y 6 0 and using (3.1 w) we deduce from subtracting (3.11) from (3.10) 
and using (2.17) 
‘?(u(X)-u(Y))+ +v ITr(X+ Y)l <041X- yl”(l + IWI)) (3.14) 
for some y, v > 0 (independent of 6) and where w(a) -+ 0 as CJ -+ 0,. We 
will need the following “matrix analysis” result. 
LEMMA 111.1. Let A’, YE blln satisfy (3.12). Then, there exists a positive 
constant C, (depending only on n) such that we have 
11X/I, /Yll < C,{6P”21Tr(X+ Y)l’12 + ITr(X+ Y)i}. (3.15) 
We first conclude the uniqueness proof and then we show Lemma 111.1. 
Now, if we plug the estimates (3.13), (3.15) in (3.14), we deduce 
y(u(X)-v(j))+ <w(C~“-“~ ITr(X+ Y)l”* 
+ C6’ ITr(X+ Y)l) - v ITr(X+ Y)l 
<sup [w(C;5°-“2t”2+ C&)-vt] 
I20 
and we conclude observing that the right-hand side goes to 0 as 6 goes to 
0, since 0>& and o(r)-+0 as cr-+O+. 
Proof of Lemma 111.1. Recalling that X+ Y < 0, we see that 
IIX+ YII d C iTr(X+ Y)l, (3.16) 
where C denotes various positive constants depending only on n. Therefore, 
in order to prove (3.15), we just have to bound 11X-- YII. 
To this end, we multiply (3.12) to the right by (: -:) and then to the left 
by the same matrix. In this way, we find 
(3.17) 
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Next, let t E R, 5 E R” with 151 = 1, calculating the quadratic forms 
associated with the matrices entering (3.17) on (;‘) we obtain 
(1 + t’w+ Y)L 5) +24(X- vt, 5) G f for all t E R! 
hence for all 151 = 1 
((X- Y)L 02G ( ;-((x+ Y)h 5) .(-(X+ Y)L 5) ) 
and we conclude easily recalling (3.16). 
111.3. Proof of Part (1) of Theorem 111.1 





The main idea of the proof below is to replace the Lipschitz continuity of 
u or u by some ad hoc estimate. The precise form of this estimate is 
u(x) - v(y) d d+ c lx - yl for x, PER (3.19) 
for some positive constant C. 
We first admit this estimate and we prove (2.5). We follow the arguments 
of Section III.2 and we find (X, jj)~ Q x Q a maximum point of 
u(x)- u(y) - (l/26) Ix- y12 (for 6 >O small enough) where by Proposi- 
tion II.3 (3.10)-(3.12) hold. Therefore, we just have to explain why (3.19) 
implies (3.13) and then the rest of the argument presented in Section III.2 
applies and we conclude. Indeed, we just observe that on one hand 
u(Y)-~(j)-&/f-j1~=~ Yma; 62~(~)-~(y)-&Ix-y(2 
x, E ,x 
> max U(X) - v(x) = d 
XER 
while on the other hand (3.19) implies 
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Therefore, 
and (3.13) is proven. 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 111.1, we just have to show 
(3.19), the proof of it is given by the 
PROPOSITION 111.1. We assume (2.17), (3.1), (3.2), M= 0 and 
sup,(u - u) > 0. Then, (3.19) holds. 
Proof: We adapt an argument due to [lo]. To simplify the presentation 
we observe that if R, = sup,( IuI + Ivl), then by simple scalings we may 
always assume that vRO = 1 in (3.1) and we denote o = oRO, p = pRO, and 
c() = C,“. We may assume that p is continuous and nondecreasing on 
[0, co) and ,u(r) > r for r 3 0. We set 
Q(x) = d+ MK 1x1- M1(K 1x1) and 44x, Y) = @(x - Y) 
for x, y E KY, where A4 and K are constants to be chosen later. We 
choose r,>O so that l’(r,) = 4 and observe that if K 1x1 <ro, 
then @p(x) ad+ (M/2) K 1x1 since Z(r) 6 rZ’(r). We then set A,= 
{(x, y) E Q x Q/lx - yl < r,/K} and fix M so that sup,,,,,(u(x) - u(y)) < 
(M/2)r,. Next, we remark that there exists c( > 0 such that if Ix - yl < M 
and x or y E 6X2, then U(X) - u(y) d d/2, and therefore 
u(x)-u(y)<d+CIx-yl for (x, y)~a(QxQ) (3.20) 
for some constant C> 0. We thus deduce that if K is restricted so that 
MK > 2C, then 
u(x)- U(Y) - cp(x, Y) G 0 for (x, y)~i?A~. (3.21) 
We claim that taking K large enough, (3.21) implies 
u(x)- U(Y) - 444 Y) G 0 for (x, y)~ A,. (3.22) 
If this is the case, (3.19) is proven, To show (3.22) we argue by contra- 
diction, i.e., we assume 
sup (u(x) - U(Y) - cp(x, Y)) > 0. (3.23) 
(%Y)EdK 
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Next, we apply the proof of Section 111.2, to find (X, j) E A, and matrices 
X, YE M” such that 
F(X, u(X), D@(X - j), X) < 0 6 F( y, u(j), D@(X - j), - Y), (3.24) 
(t i)G(-i -33 B=D*@(X-j), (3.25) 
u(X)-u(j)-@(X-j)= sup (u(x)-u(y)-@(x-y)). (3.26) 
Lx, .v) EAK 
Observe also that (3.23) and (3.26) show that X # j (so that D@ and D2@ 
make sense at X - j). Lemma III.1 and its proof then yield 
x+ Y<O, X+Y64B, 
IIM, II YII < C(lWX+ Y)l + IIBII ‘I2 ITrV+ J’)ll’*) 
for some constant C > 0 depending only on n. 
We next claim that if P E fMn and 0 < P 6 Z, then 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
Tr(X+ Y)64Tr PB. (3.29) 
Indeed, since X+ Y < 0 and P < Z, we have 
Tr(X+ Y) 6 Tr P(X+ Y), 
while, since X + Y 6 4B and P 2 0, we have 
Tr P(X+ Y)<4 Tr PB. 
We then use (3.29) with P = (l/IX - jl ‘)(X - j) 0 (X - j). Computing 
Tr PB, we find easily 
Tr PB= -MK*Z"(KIi-jl)= -MK AK 1% - .?I 
IX-j1 . 
(3.30) 
Therefore, by (3.24), (2.17), (3.1), (3.2), and (3.28), we deduce 
OzITr(X+Y)I-C,-o(lx-yl)Ix-ylTID~(x-y)12+’ 
-C~(lZ-jl)(IID2@(Z-j)l11’21Tr(X+ Y)I”*+ ITr(X+ Y)I). 
From this, using (3.30) and 
ID@(X- J)l 6MK( 1 -I’(rO)), 
ID*@(X- j)l d C,MK(l +~(r~))/lx-- ~1, 
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where C, is a constant independent of K, we get 
<C,p(lX- jl) ITr(X+ Y)/ +MK ~PL(I.f-A) 
K IX- jl 
+ c,+c,K20(IX--yl)(KIX--yl)~, 
where C, is a constant independent of K. This yields a contradiction for K 
large enough, which proves (3.22) for large K and hence (3.19). 
IV. EXTENSIONS AND ADAPTATIONS 
IV. 1 General Conditions 
We have seen in the preceding sections three different situations where 
we can prove (2.5). We want to make in this section various remarks 
indicating possible extensions of the preceding results. Let us warn the 
reader that we will not give precise results here. 
The first observation is that we may combine what we did above to treat 
nonlinearities F given by 
F=F,+E;+F,, (4.1) 
where F, satisfies (2.18) (or (2.19) if we deal with a locally Lipschitz sub- 
solution or supersolution), F, is given by (2.20) and (2.21)-(2.22) hold with 
8 = 1 (or 8 > 4 if u or o is locally Lipschitz) and F3 is of the type considered 
in Section III. Let us remark further that F3 may act only on some second- 
order derivatives, for instance 
Fx = FAX> t, P, A/c), (4.2) 
where A, = P, AP,, P, = (2 i) and Zk is the k x k identity matrix for some 
1 d k d n. In this case, (3.1) is required with Tr(A - B) replaced by 
Tr(A, - Bk). 
Another possible extension is to replace (2.20) by 
F2 = inf sup { -Tr{z&, ~1. T~,,dx, P) .A > + ffxPbI 6 PI}, (4.3) 
aEd ptz!d 
where H,, E C(a x [w x R”) satisfy (uniformly in c(, 8) (2.17) and 
IHa,kx, f, P)-H,,(Y, t, P)I d~,(lx-A(l + IPI)) (4.4) 
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for all x, y ~0, ItI d R, pi W, where Ok + 0 as D --, 0,) for all 
R < co-as usual, if u or 2) is locally Lipschitz, we may further restrict p to 
lie in B, in condition (4.4). We also have to assume that C,, satisfy (2.21) 
uniformly in p E R” (or p E B, if u or u is locally Lipschitz). 
A related remark is that we may take inf sup over collections of non- 
linearities FM0 each of which satisfy one of the assumptions given above 
(including (4.1) with F, depending only on some derivatives, which may 
even depend on the parameters c(, B . ..). 
Our final remark consists in observing that if there exists F, satisfying 
the above conditions such that F, converges uniformly on 0 x C-R, R] x 
R” x Mn (or Q x [ -R, R] x BR x M” if u or u is locally Lipschitz) to F then 
the comparison assertion (2.5) holds true. 
However, the precise class of nonlinearities F we can achieve with all 
these remarks is not clear at all and we will come back on general structure 
conditions in Section IV.3 below. 
IV.2. Parabolic Problems 
We want to explain in this section how to adapt the preceding 
arguments in order to treat parabolic type problems, i.e., equations of the 
following form 
;+ F(x, t, u, Dxu, 0;~) = 0 in Q, (4.5) 
whereQ=~x(O,T)forsomeT>O,F~C(&~IW~[W”~~~).Observethat, 
as usual, replacing x by (x, t) immediately allows us to write (4.5) as a 
special case of (1.1) while the special structure of (4.5) will enable us to 
achieve a little more generality in our uniqueness results. 
Again, we will not state precise results. Instead, we will only indicate 
what are the necessary adaptations in order to prove uniqueness. Let us 
first mention that all the above uniqueness results are still true provided we 
make the same assumptions on F uniformly in t E [0, T]. We may even 
relax (2.17) and assume only 
F(x, t, t, P, A) - F(x, 7, s, P, A 12 YAP - $1 if (x, Z)E Q, 
(4.6) 
R>~>s>,-R,~EW’,AEMO” for some yR > - co, for all R < co. 
The strategy of the proof is basically the same as in Section II: we just 
have to replace Proposition II.3 by the following result (keeping the same 
notations as in Proposition II.3 . ..). 
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PROPOSITION IV.1. Let cp E C*(Q x l2 x [0, T]), set 
4x, y, t) = UE(X, t)- U,(Y, t) for 4 YE a,, t E L-0, Tl (4.7) 
and assume that w - cp achieves its maximum over 0, x sic x [0, T] at a 
point (2, j, i) E 52, x 52, x (0, T). Then, if (2.11) holds for all t E [0, T], there 
exist matrices X, YE Mn such that 
; cp(X, y, 7) + FAX, i, d(X, i), D,cp(X, y, i), X) 
- F”( Y, i, v,( Y, 0, -D,. 4$x, y, i), - Y) 6 0 (4.8) 
(4.9) 
Remarks. (1) The super and subscripts E refer to the same formulas as 
in Section II that is regularizations in x only. 
(2) Assuming (2.11) is not a restriction since, as usual, the case when 
F satisfies only (4.6) can be reduced to that case by a simple change of 
unknowns. 
The proof of Proposition IV.1 is very much the same as the proof of 
Proposition 11.3: one just introduces for a’ E (0, 1) 
uf:,“‘(x, t) = sup u(p,s)-~lx-yI*-;(t-s)2 (4.10) 
I.ER,SE [O,T] 
and 
V,,,~(X, t)= inf J’EQ, SE [O,T] i 
VW)+; lx-yl*+;(t-s)‘]. (4.11) 
Then, one shows the exact analogue of Proposition II.3 for such double- 
parameters regularizations and one finally lets E’ go to 0, to obtain 
Proposition IV. I. 
IV.3. Another Look at the Uniqueness Proofs and Structure Conditions 
In this section, we want to shed a slightly different light at the unique- 
ness strategy presented in Section II. These observations will in fact lead to 
structure conditions on F which yield uniqueness results. 
We begin by recalling the notions of sub- and superdifferentials of order 
two as defined in P. L. Lions [37]: let u be an upper semicontinuous 
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function (resp. lower semicontinuous) on a bounded open set Q and let 
.~,EQ, we denote by 
D:~(XO)={(p,~)E~nX~/O”/U(X)~U(X~)+(p,x-xo) 
+~(A(x-x0),x-x,)+o(lx-x,~2)forx~R) 
(rev. D;u(xo) = {(p, A) E [w” x M~/u(x) 3 24(x0) + (p, x-x0) 
+~(A(x-x0),x-x,)+o(Ix-x,~2)forx~Q}) 
and we will say that D:u(x,) (resp. D; u(xO)) is the superdifferential of 
order two of u at x0 (resp. subdifferential). Next, we denote by 
a:U(XJ = {(p, A) E R” x bnn/3x, E Q, x, y+ xg, u(x,) ;: 24(x0), 
~CP,> 4)~D:4x,), pn -;: P, A, ;: A} 
(rev. &4x,) = {(p, 4 E R” x M"/~x, d2, X, ;: x0, u(x,) ;: qx,), 
3(p,, An)~D;4xn), in ;: P, An ;: A)). 
Then, as in [40], u is a viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (1.1) 
if and only if 
f-(x, 4x1, p, ‘4) G 0, qp, A)EDj:U(X), VXEQ (4.12) 
(rev. r;(x, 4x1, P, A) 2 0, V(p, A)ED;U(X), VXEQ). (4.13) 
Recall also that we always assume (1.2). 
It is possible to look at the uniqueness trategy as explained in Section II 
with a slightly different viewpoint and this will lead to some structure 
condition implying the uniqueness. Let U, u be respectively upper semi- 
continuous, lower semicontinuous and bounded on Q. We denote by 
M = sup u(x) - u(x), 
xc52 
(4.14) 
and in the course of proving uniqueness or comparison, we may always 
assume that 
sup{Ei 24(x,) - u(y,)/(x,), = Q? (YA = Q2, x?l- Y, ;;’ 0, 
n 
dist(x,, JQ) ;: 0, dist( y,, 8Q) ;: 0} < M. (4.15) 
Then, Proposition II.3 can be translated in a general statement about 
continuous (or even semicontinuous) functions, namely, 
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LEMMA IV. 1. With the above notations and asumptions, for E>O, 6 >O 
small enough, u’(x) - v,(y) - (l/26) Ix - y12 achieves its maximum over 
Q x 52 at (2, j) and there exist X, ~EQ, X, YE M” such that 
2 achieves its maximum over Sz x Q at X, j, 
(4.16) 
- - 
( ) s, x E @u(X), (2, - Y)Eii;a(j), (4.17) 
Xb -1, YZ -21, (4.18) 
E E 
(4.19) 
Remarks. (1) It would be extremely interesting to have a direct proof 
of this result which does not use measure theory. 
(2) Note of course that if u, v are twice differentiable at X, ,C then 
(4.17) and (4.19) are obvious. 
Using this result, we deduce immediately the following uniqueness result. 
THEOREM IV.l. Assume (2.7) and that u, v are respectively a viscosity 
subsolution, supersolution of (1.1). Let F satisfy the following structure 
condition for 6, E small enough 
lx-Y12 Ix-yl+- 
6 
for all x, y E Q, Ix - yl < y, I t[ 6 R, X, YE Ml” satisfying (4.18)-(4.19), 
(4.20) 
for some y > 0, where w,Ja) + 0 tf a -+ 0 + (VR < co). Then, the comparison 
assertion (2.5) holds. 
Remarks. (1) It is not difficult to check that the proofs made for the 
uniqueness results presented in the preceding sections consist in fact in 
checking the structure condition (4.20). 
(2) The main difficulty in checking this condition consists clearly in 
the generality of matrices X, Y satisfying (4.18) and (4.19). This is why it 
is worth noting that if X, Y satisfy (4.19) then first of all X, Y < (l/6)1 and 
furthermore Y d - X(Z- 6X) ~ ‘. Hence, it is enough to check (4.20) with 
Y= -X(Z- 6X)-’ (use indeed the ellipticity condition (1.2)). 
505/83/l-4 
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To prove the claim about Y one just has to prove it when X is diagonal, 
i.e., X= (~~6~) with xi < l/6. Then, one observes that for all 5, q E R” 
i.e.. 
and this clearly yields our claim. It is possible to give another proof as 
follows: 




Y< -(z-6x)-‘x(6x-1)(6x-z)-‘= -(I-6X)-lx. 
Let us remark finally that if Y = - X(Z- 6X) -’ and X < (l/6)1 then 
Y-C (l/6)1 and X= - Y(Z-6Y))’ (i.e., the structure condition obtained 
from (4.20) by considering only Y = -X(Z- 6X)-’ is “symmetric in 
x, r’). 
V. OTHER CLASSES OF EQUATIONS 
In this section, we want to explain how to obtain uniqueness results for 
special classes of equations when (2.17) does not hold (but we still have 
(2.11)). To this end, it is worth noting that if (2.11) holds, then (2.5) is still 
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valid in the context of all the results above but where we replace (3.17) by 
the following assumption 
u is a strict subsolution of (1.1) 
or 
v is a strict supersolution of (1.1). 
(5.1) 
Here, by strict we mean that, for instance in the case of subsolutions, there 
exists gE C(a) such that u is viscosity subsolution of 
F(x, u, Du, D2u) = g in Q, and g<O in Q. (5.2) 
Then, a typical strategy in order to show (2.5) without assuming (5.1) is 
to make some small perturbation of u (or u) which will yield a new sub- 
solution (or supersolution) satisfying (5.1). 
V.l. Strictly Elliptic Equations without Zeroth Order Terms 
In this subsection, we will always assume that F satisfies (3.1), (3.2), 
(3.3), and (2.11) (we may replace (3.1)-(3.2) by (3.1~) and (3.3) if u or u 
is locally Lipschitz in Q). As we explained above, we are going to perturb 
u or v. To simplify the presentation, we will consider here only a perturba- 
tion of the subsolution U. 
We first claim that (5.2) is valid if we assume that there exist CI, >O, 
(P,,,E C2(Q) such that for all R< cc (or at least R= jlull,) and for each 
compact subset K we have 
F(x, a,,,[ + cpndx). a, P + Dv,(x), ~4 + D*G,(x)) G -cm < 0, 
wheneverF(x,t,p,A)6OandxEK,Itl<R,pE[W”,AEMY’ (5.3) 
for some E, > 0, and furthermore c(,,, ;;: 1, rp, ;;: 0 in C2. As usual, if u 
is Lipschitz on Q, we may restrict p in (5.3) to lie in BRO where 
R, = 11 Dull cc. Indeed, if we consider U, = a,u + qm, we check immediately 
using (5.3) that U, is a strict subsolution of (1.1). Therefore, (5.1) holds 
and we conclude in view of the preliminary observation we made above. 
Next, we want to give a few examples where (5.3) holds. The first exam- 
ple consists in assuming that for all R < cc (again R = IIuJI m is enough) 
there exists v,>O, C,> 0 such that 
F(x, t, p+q, A + B)dF(x, t, p, A)-v,Tr B+ CR lql 
ifxE~,ltldR,p,qE[W”,A,BE[W”,B~O 
(if u is Lipschitz on Q, it is enough to take I pi < IlDull,). 
(5.4) 
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We claim that (5.3) then holds (and in fact E, does not depend 
on K) choosing LX,,, = 1, ~m=(l/m){exp[~(~x~2-M2)/2]-1}where A>0 
will be determined later on, and M> 0 is such that L? c B,,. Observe 
that (P,,, < 0 in a, Dq,(x) = (Ax/m) exp[A( 1x(* - M*)/2], D*q,(x) = 
(Wm) expCJ.(Ixl* + M*)Pl + (A’/ m xx xexp[A(Ixl*-M*)/2]>0 so that ) 0 
in view of (5.4) 
F(x, t + cp,(x), P +&L(x), A + D24L(x)) 
G F(x, 6 P, m,(x), A + D2qL(x)) 
a--+ ’ y)-C,+)exp[A(lx/‘-M’)/2] 
m 
and we conclude easily choosing 1 large enough so that 
1+2.1x1’>2; 1x1. 
The second example we wish to mention is the case when F is convex in 
(t, p, A). Then, if we assume there exists cp E C*(Q) such that 
Fk v(x), Wx), D*dx)) < 0 in Q, (5.5) 
we claim that (5.3) holds. Indeed, we just have to choose CI, = 1 - l/m, 
qrn = (l/m)rp and we observe that 
Ftx, %,,t + (P,,,, u,,, P + W,,, GA + D*v,) 
G c~,F(x, t, P, A) + (1 -G,) F(x, cp(x), Wx), D*qW), 
and we conclude easily in view of (5.5). 
V.2. Quasilinear Equations 
In this subsection, we will study quasilinear degenerate lliptic equations 
(not in divergence form) of the following type 
-Tr{a(Du).D*u} =0 in 52, (5.6) 
where a E C(llP; M”) and there exists CJ E C(FP; M(n, m)) (for some m > 1) 
such that 
45) = 45). T44), vt E R”. (5.7) 
We could treat as well more general equations of the form 
-Tr{a(Du). D*u} + b(x, u, Du) =0 in 52. (5.8) 
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We consider as in the preceding sections an USC viscosity solution u of 
(5.6) and a lsc viscosity supersolution v of (5.6) and we want to show (2.5). 
Taking 0 = 0, we see immediately that some nondegeneracy assumption is 
necessary in order to obtain (2.5). We will use the following assumption 
32 E C2(12), inf Tr(a(O D’z(x)) > 0 in R (5.9) 
5ttJ-c 
and in the case when u or v is locally Lipschitz, it will be enough to assume 
32 E C2( a), inf Tr(a( 5) . D2z) > 0 in Q, for all R -C a. (5.10) 
SEBR 
EXAMPLE. We can consider the so-called Levi’s equation (studied by 
A. Debiard and B. Gaveau [21], E. Bedford, and B. Gaveau [7]) 




is nonnegative and smooth in 5, we see that (5.7) holds for some 0 which 
is even Lipschitz since the second derivatives of a are bounded on R”. We 
also notice that (5.9) holds in this case even if a(<) is never definite 
positive: indeed, since Tr a(r) = 2 + 151 2 + t: > 2, we immediately see that 
z = 1x1’ satisfies (5.9). 
We may now state our main comparison result. 
THEOREM V.l. We assume that either (5.9) holds and a is Lipschitz or 
(5.10) holds, a is locally Lipschitz and u or v is locally Lipschitz in 52, then 
(2.5) holds. 
Proof: We consider, say in the first case, u, = u + (l/m)z which is 
clearly a viscosity subsolution of 
= -iivfTr(a(t)-I12z)<0 in 52 
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and we want to show 
As usual we argue by contradiction and by the arguments of Section II 
(see the proof of Theorem 11.2), we obtain for some positive constants C, 




and we easily reach a contradiction taking m large. 1 
Remarks. (1) It is easily seen that the Lipschitz continuity of rr may be 
replaced by Holder continuity with an exponent 13 > 4 as in Sections II, III. 
(2) It is worth remarking that (5.6) is equivalent to 
- Tr(a’(Du) . D2u) = 0 in Q 
provided a’(Du) = p(Du) a(Du) and p E C(W, (0, co)). And checking (5.9) 
(or (5.1)) or the Lipschitz continuity of c may be easier for a’ than for a 
when choosing appropriately the weight p. 
(3) In particular, the above result applies to Levi’s Eq. (5.11) since 
(5.9) holds and r~ is Lipschitz in this example. 
Combining this result with the general existence strategy based upon 
Perron’s method, we deduce the following existence result 
COROLLARYV.~. (1) Assume that (5.9) holds, a is Lipschitz and there 
exist cp E C(aQ), u, U E C(n) such that _u (resp. ii) is a viscosity subsolution of 
(5.6) (resp. supersolution) and u = ii = cp on 852. Then, there exists a unique 
viscosity solution u E C(Q) of (5.6) such that u = cp on &G?. 
(2) Assume that (5.10) holds, a is locally Lipschitz and there exist 
cp E C(XJ), u, u Lipschitz on Q such that _u(resp. is) is a viscosity subsolution 
of (5.6) (resp. supersolution) and _u = ii = cp on X!. Then, there exists a 
unique Lipschitz viscosity solution of (5.6) such that u = cp on %I. 
Remark. If we assume for instance 
YE c’(a), Y=O on asz, inf Tr(a(<) .D*Y(x)) > 0 in Q 
5 t R” 
(5.14) 
(as it is the case when 52 is strongly convex and Tr(a(c)) 3 v > 0 on R” . ..) 
then we claim that for each cp E C(aQ), there exist _u, U with the above 
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properties. Furthermore, if cp is smooth (say Cl*‘) then _u, ii are Lipschitz 
on 0. Indeed, when cp is smooth we just consider for A large enough 
ii=O+A!P, _U=O-lY, 
where Cp is any smooth extension of cp to a (A 3 C, 110’@11,). While, when 
cp E C(&2), we approximate cp by a sequence (Pi of smooth functions con- 
verging uniformly to cp and we observe that by the preceding arguments 
there exists a solution u, (Lipschitz) of (5.6) such that u, = (Pi on 130. Now, 
by Theorem V.1, supa Iu, - u,, 1 = sup,, Iu, - u,, I = sup,, Iqc - (PJ; there- 
fore, u, converges uniformly to the unique viscosity solution u of (5.6) such 
that u = cp on &2. In other words, we deduce from Corollary V.l the 
COROLLARY V.2. We assume (5.14) and that (T is locally Lipschitz. Zf cp 
is smooth on X2 (and so is an) then there exists a unique Lipschitz viscosity 
solution u of (5.6) such that u = cp on X2. Furthermore, if cp E C(aQ) and a 
is Lipschitz, there exists a unique viscosity solution u E C(D) of (5.6) such 
that u = q~ on X2. 
We conclude this section by explaining the proof of part (2) of 
Corollary V.l: truncating a and a by the following operation 
aA51 = 4nRt), aA51 = a(n,t), 
where Z7R denotes the projection on the ball BR, we have for R large 
enough the existence of a viscosity solution uR E C(a) of 
-Tr{a,(Du,)~D2u,} =0 in 52 
such that _ud uR < U in 6. One then shows that uR is Lipschitz with a 
Lipschitz bound independent of R and we conclude letting R go to co. To 
show the Lipschitz continuity of uR, we merely adapt the standard method 
of translations: let h E [w”, u,(. + h) is a viscosity solution of the same 
equation as that for uR but now set in Sz -h; hence, by Theorem V.1, 
sup b,-uA.+h)l 
sfin(R-h) 
= sup IuR - u,d. + h)l 
i3(R n(R-h)) 
d sup max{ Iii(x) - _u(x + h)l, I_u(x) - U(x + h)l } 
E(R n (R -/I)) 
d Co lhl 
since u, U are Lipschitz and _u = U on XZ?. 
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V.3 Mange-Amp&e Equations 
In this section, we want to apply the theory of viscosity solutions to real 
Monge-Amp&e equations of the following type 
det(D2u) =f(x, U, Du) in Sz, u convex on Sz, (5.15) 
where f~ C(Q x R x R”; [0, co )), Q is a bounded, convex open subset of 
R”. Even if a notion of weak solutions of (5.15) already exists (see 
Pogorelov [49], I. Bakelman [3], S. Y. Cheng and S. T. Yau [13], P. L. 
Lions [45], and the references therein . ..). we believe viscosity solutions 
also provide a convenient sense of solutions which adapts immediately 
to other classes of “curvatures” equations. Another advantage is the 
possibility of treating as well equations like 
det(D2u) =f(x, U, Du, D2u) in Q, u convex in a, (5.16) 
where f is elliptic, i.e., satisfies (1.2); this extension is straightforward with 
our method but we will skip it to simplify the presentation. 
First of all, we have to define viscosity solutions of (5.15). This is an 
immediate adaptation of the notion introduced in Section II. Let u (resp. u) 
be a bounded USC (resp. lsc) convex function on Q, we will say that u 
(resp. u) is a viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (5.15) if for all 
functions q E C2(G) the following holds: at each local maximum (resp. 
minimum) point of u - cp, then 
det(D2d-d) >f(xo, 4x0), W-d) 
(rev. W~2dxo)) Glxo, 4x0), Wxd 
The restriction in (5.18) is natural since if 
maximum point of u - cp we would have 
0 < D2u(x,) < D2dx,) and thus det 
while at a minimum point we would have 
(5.17) 
if D*q(x,) 3 0). (5.18) 
u were smooth then at a 
D2q(x,) d D2u(x,) 
and if D2q(x,,) is not nonnegative, we cannot conclude in general that 
(5.18) holds (at least in even dimensions). Another way of understanding 
the viscosity formulation of (5.15) is to recall the following way of writing 
Monge-Ampkre equations based upon the matrix identity for A E M” 
inf Tr(AB)/BE Ml”, B 3 0, det B = -$ = (det A)“” if A30 
(5.19) 
=-a if A$0 
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hence, (5.15) is equivalent to 
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SUP -Tr(B.D2u),BE~“,BB0,detB=1 n” 
+f(x, 4 Du) IIn = 0 in Q, u convex in 0. (5.20) 
Our main comparison result is the 
THEOREM V.2. Assume that ,f sati!fies 
f(x, t, p) is nondecreasing with respect to t for all x E fi, p E BY’ (5.21) 
If “Yx, t, PI -f 9x, 4 411 G c, I P - 41, VXEQ v ItI GR, 
Vp, q E BR, for some CR 3 0, for all R c 03. 
(5.22) 
Then, (2.5) holds. 
Remarks. (1) The fact that no restriction on the x-dependence is 
necessary is a simple consequence of the local Lipschitz continuity of 
convex functions. 
(2) As explained in Section II, the Perron’s method readily yields the 
existence of solutions with prescribed boundary values provided we have a 
sub- and a supersolution having the right boundary values. 
(3) (5.22) is only needed to make some perturbation argument as in 
the preceding subsections; in particular, if f(x, t, p) > f(x, s, p) + yR(r - s) 
for all x E D, R 3 t 3 s 2 -R, 1 pi 6 R for some increasing yR (for all 
R < co) then (5.22) is not needed. 
We will not prove Theorem V.2 since its proof is very much similar to 
the one made in Section II. Let us only observe that, in this particular 
example, the regularization u, of the supersolution u given by 
(5.23) 
yields as usual a semi-concave, Lipschitz function on D but, in addition, 
since u is convex, v, is also convex say in 0, (see for instance J. .M. Lasry 
and P. L. Lions [34] for a related observation), therefore, in conclusion, u, 
is C’,’ on a,. This allows, in fact, a sensible simplification of the arguments 
used and recalled in Section II. 
Let us also mention that the perturbation argument involved in 
the proof of Theorem V.2 consists in replacing the subsolution u by U, = 
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u + (l/m) {exp(B I.4’/2) - WY using the fact that u is Lipschitz on every 
compact subset of Q and that 
det(D2u,)“” 3 f”“(X, u, Du) + t /?eB’-x’2’2( 1 + /I IxI2)“n 
on every compact subset of G? if p is large enough and then A4 and m 
chosen large enough. 
VI. OTHER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
In this section, we will show how to deal with uniqueness questions 
under some boundary conditions, like the Neumann type boundary condi- 
tions and the state-constraints condition, other than the Dirichlet condition 
discussed above. 
Such boundary problems were treated first by P. L. Lions [43] and then 
by several authors [ 31, 51,7, 12,481 in the case of first order equations 
extending the notion of viscosity solutions in order to take boundary con- 
ditions into account. The point here is to adapt and modify the techniques 
exploited in the case of first order equations so that we can treat second 
order equations. 
We always assume here that F is defined and continuous on 
BXRXWXM”. 
VI. 1. Neumann Type Boundary Conditions 
We always assume in this section that &2 is of class C2. Let v(x) 
designate the outer unit normal of 52 at XE 852. According to [43] the 
Neumann problem 
F(x, u, Du, D’u) = 0 in 52, 
&4 
,,=o on at2 
(6.1) 
is formulated in the viscosity sense as follows. An USC function u on 0 is 
said to be a viscosity subsolution of (6.1) if whenever cp E C2(a) and u - cp 
attains its maximum at x0 E W, then 
Fb,, 4x0), D&A D2dxo)) d 0 if x,EQ, (6.2) 
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and 
$f(x,)<O or I;(% 4x,), W%)> D2hl)) d 0 if XE&~. 
(6.3) 
A lsc function u on d is said to be a viscosity supersolution of (6.1) if 
whenever cp E C’(8) and u - cp attains a minimum at x0 E 0, then 
F(xo, 4X,)? WXCI)? D2dxcd 2 0 if x,EQ, (6.4) 
and 
2 (x0) 3 0 or F(x,, u(x,), Dq(x,), D2q(x0)) > 0 if x,, E Xk (6.5) 
More generally, the nonlinear boundary problem 
F(x, u, Du, D2u) = 0 in Q, 
B(x, u, Da) = 0 on 1352, 
(6.6) 
where BE C(&2 x [w x [w”), is formulated in the viscosity sense similarly to 
(6.1) but with the inequality 
B(xo, 4x,), Wx,)) 6 0 (resp. 20) 
in place of the first inequality in (6.3) (resp. (6.5)). 
First, we consider the case when sub- and supersolutions are not 
necessarily Lipschitz continuous. We need the following assumption: 
IF(x, 4 P, A)-F(x, t, 4, B)I dw,(lp-ql + IM-Bll) (6.7) 
ifxEU,+ (tl<R, p,qE[W”,andA,BEM”,forRE(O,cO), where U,isa 
neighborhood of &? and ~~(0) -+ 0 as (T + 0 + . 
THEOREM VI.l. Assume (6.7). Assume that either (2.17) and (2.18) (as in 
Theorem 11.1) or (2.20), (2.21), (2.22) with O= 1 and (2.23) (as in 
Theorem 11.2) hold. Let u, v be, respectively, viscosity sub- and supersolutions 
of (6.1). Then 
u<v on Q. (6.8) 
ProoJ: The main idea to prove this is to find “strict” sub- and super- 
solutions of (6.1), respectively, close to u and u. To find such sub- and 
supersolutions, we fix R so that R > supD Iul v sup, Iv/, write U and o, 
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respectively, for U, and wR, where U, and oR are from (6.7), and choose 
[G C’(a) so that 
SUP[C U and (VT Doa 1 on ai2. (6.9) 
For c( > 0 we set ii = u - ai on 6. We see from (6.7) that if c( is sufficiently 
small, then ii is a viscosity subsolution of 




where JJ=Y~ (resp. y=c,) when (2.17) and (2.18) (resp. (2.20)-(2.23)) are 
assumed. Moreover, setting 
U=u-d-a llii,-t4a lP511m+~ Il~*~ll~I-~ on Q, 
we see that ti is a viscosity subsolution of 
F(x, u, Du, D*u) = -a in Q 
au 
TV= -a on af2, 
(6.11) 
if a > 0 is small enough. Similarly, the function 
is a viscosity supersolution of 
F(x, v, DLL, D*u) = a in 52, 
au 
TV'" on aa, 
if a > 0 is small enough. 
To conclude the proof, we have to prove that U < V on a for small a > 0. 
To this end, we let u and u be, respectively, a viscosity subsolution of (6.10) 
and a viscosity supersolution of (6.11) and show that u 6 v on 0. We need 
the following observations on inf- and supconvolutions. First of all, we 











define functions on R” which are bounded and Lipschitz continuous on 
bounded subsets of 58”. Moreover, uc and u, are semiconvex and semi- 
concave on R”, respectively. Also, we have 
u”(x)=sup U(J+X-~~~/@=% ~y-xJ<(C,+C)E”2 
i I 
and 
v,(x)=inf u(,~~)+~~x-pl’/.~tQ ~~--x~G(C~+C)E”~ , 
i I 
if C>O and dist(x,fi)<Cs”*, where C,=[(2supalu/) v (2s~~~ [uI)]‘/~. 
It is easy to see that if a function cp on R” x R” satisfies 
cp(x, Y) 2 Cl and cp(x, x) G c, 
for x,y~R” and C,, C2 E R and if u&(x)-u,(y) - cp(x, y) attains a 
maximum at (x,, y,) E R” x R” then 
dist (x,, 8) v dist ( y,, a) < C3~‘/2, (6.14) 
where C, = [C, - C, -t 2(sup0 IuI + sup0 lul)]“*. The argument in [32 J, 
[24], is now adapted easily to yield 
PROPOSITION VI. 1. Assume that functions F(x, ., p, A) and B(x, ., p) are 
nondecreasing on R for x E 6, p E KY’ and A E M”. Fix C > 0 and define 





for (x, t, p, A) E 0” x R! x R” x Ml”, where the conventions that F( y, t, p, A) v 
B(y,t,p)=F(y,t,p,A) and F(~,t,p,A)*B(y,t,p)=F(y,t,p,A) for 
ye Q are understood. Let u (resp. u) be a viscosity subsolution (resp. 
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supersolution) of (6.6). Then ue (resp. u,) is a viscosity subsolution (resp. 
supersolution) of 
F,(x, u, Du, D2u) = 0 in LI” 
(resp. FC(x, v, Dv, D’v) = 0 in Q’). 
Finally, we observe that F, (resp. F”) is lsc (resp. USC) and so that the asser- 
tion of Proposition II.3 with Q” in place of 0, holds under the above assump- 
tions and notations. 
Proof continued. We fix C> 0 so that 
c > MY-3 Id + ““,P 14 )I 1’2, 
0 
choose cp(x, y) = (l/S) Jx - y(*, 6 > 0, as in Section II and proceed as in 
Section II with 52” in place of Q,. 
Now, note that U’(X) - u,( y) - cp(x, y) does not attain a maximum over 
?? x @ on L?(SZ& x P). Next, let (X, j) ~~~ x Q2” be a point where 
U’(X)-uUE( y)- q(x, y) achieves its maximum over px@, and let 
X, YE M’ satisfy (2.14)-(2.16) where FE and F” are defined, respectively, by 
(6.15) with B(x, t, p)= (v(x), p)+a and (6.16) with B(x, t, p)= 
(v(x), p) - c(. Assume, for example, that 
FAX ~“(3, D,d% Y), J-1 = (v(a), DA% Y)) + a (6.17) 
for some i E X? with )1- Xl < (Co + C)E ‘j2. By the regularity of &J we see 
(C441, C311) that 
(V(X)? x- y)+ c, lx- y12>0, VXEa2, vyd (6.18) 
for some constant C, > 0. Therefore we have 
This means that we do not have (6.17) if s’j2/6 and (X - jI ‘/S are small 
enough. With these observations at hand one easily goes through the rest 
of the proof as in the proof of Theorems II.1 and 11.2. 
Assume hereafter that dQ is of class C3. Let y E C*(R”, Rn) satisfy 
(Y(X), v(x)) > 03 vx~arz, 
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and consider the boundary problem 




The above argument is easily modified to produce the following. 
(6.19) 
THEOREM VI.2. Let u and v he, respectively, viscosity sub- and super- 
solutions of (6.19). Then, under the assumptions on Fin Theorem VI.1, (6.8) 
holds. 
The only modification needed when proving this theorem is the choice of 
[ and cp. We now choose [E C’(Q) so that the first condition in (6.9) and 
(y, 05) > 1 on %2 are satisfied, and choose 
~(x,Y)=~(A(x)(x-y),x-y), 6 > 0, (6.20) 
where A = (ag) E C2(R”, Mlln) is selected to satisfy 
A(x)>c,Z VXER” and A(x) Y(X) = v(x), maf2 (6.21) 
for some constant c,>O (see [44]). We may assume that A(x) =I on 
Q\UR, where U, is a neighbourhood of aQ from (6.7). The first term of the 
right-hand side of the equation corresponding to (6.17) in our problem is 
where iEaS2 and I.jZ-Xl<Cs ‘I2 for some constant C> 0, which is 
estimated from below again by 
because of our choice of cp. The discussions in Section II are also affected 
a bit by the change of cp. Indeed, D2q(x, y) now has the form 
-A-B 
> A ’ 
where A = A(x), B= B(x, y), and C= C(x, y) are matrices satisfying 
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On the other hand, we have 
(( 
A+B+TB 




z2TcI ‘z,Tz, )( 
A+B+TB -A-B 
-A- TB A ) 
= Tr(C, -C,) ‘(Z, - &)A + Tr(Z, -2,) TC, B 
+ Tr C, ‘(C, - L’,) ‘B, VZ,, C, E M(m, n). 
Therefore, if X, YE M” satisfy 
then we have 
IX-Y12 x+y<o ~ 
( ) b 
and also 
d Tr(Z, - C2)T(C, - L’,)A + Tr(C, - Z,)TL’, B 
+TrL’,T(.E-C2)B+0 VC,, C, E fM(m, n). 
With these observations the proof is quite similar to that of Theorem VI.l. 
VI.2. Nonlinear Boundary Conditions 
In this section we assume that iX2 is of class C3 and consider the 
problem 







where f(x, t) E C(X? x R) is nondecreasing in t and, as above, 
y E C*(R”, R”) satisfies (v, y) > 0 on da. 
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THEOREM VI.3. Let u and v be respectively, viscosity sub- and super- 
solutions of (6.22). Then, under the assumptions on F in Theorem VI.1, (6.8) 
holds. 
In order to prove this theorem, we- need to change a bit the structure of 
the proof employed above. We here localize the treatment at a point where 
u - v achieves its maximum. 
Sketch of prooj We may assume that u and v are, respectively, a 
viscosity subsolution of 
F(x, u, Du, D*u) = --a in Sz, 
au 
-+f(x, u)= -ct 
87 
on asz, 
and a viscosity supersolution of 





for some constant c1> 0. As usual, we assume that max,(u- v) > 0. By 
Theorems II.1 and II.2 we see that max,,(u- v) =maxa(u-v). We fix a 
point z E LU2 so that (u - v)(z) = max,(u - v), and consider the case where 
f(z, u(z)) = 0. If this is not the case, then we replace u and v, respectively, 
by u + [ and v + <, where [E C2(Rn) is chosen to satisfy (al,&)(z) = 
f(z, u(z)), and just follow the discussion below. We choose 
e(s,Y)=~(A(x)tx-Y),x-Y)+lx--zl’, 6 >o, 
where A is as in (6.20). Then, the function u(x)-v(x)- cp(x, x) attains its 
strict maximum at z. Therefore, letting (x~,~, y,,,)be a point where 
u’(x) -v,(y) - ~(x, y) achieves its maximum over Q” x @ and selecting 
sequences &j + 0 + 
lim, lh yak, E, 
and Sj + 0, so that the double limits limj lim, x6,, E, and 
exist, we see that these two limits are equal to z. The rest of 
the proof is now standard with this remark. 
Remark. The existence of continuous viscosity solution of (6.22) is 
easily shown by Perron’s method under the assumptions on F in 
Theorem VI.1 and the assumption of the existence of a viscosity sub- 
solution _u and a viscosity supersolution ii of (6.22). 
5OS/83/1-5 
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VI.3 Remarks on Lipschitz Continuous Solutions 
Here we only assume, regarding the regularity of &? and y, that XJ E C’ 
and y E C(W, W). Under these weaker assumptions, we still have a func- 
tion [E C*(8) for any neighbourhood of aQ such that supp c c U and 
allay 2 1 on an. On the other hand, we can choose only a continuous 
M”-valued function A = (ali) so that (6.21) is satisfied and, in general, it 
cannot be a C2 function anymore. Also, we now have a weaker estimate 
(v(x)>x-YY)+Ix-Yl~(lx-Yl)30 vxEaa,vyd-2 (6.23) 
instead of (6.18), where w(r) -+ 0 as r -+ 0 + . One of our assumptions on F 
is: 
I~~~,~,~,~~-~~~,~,q,~~Id~,~Ip-ql+lI~-~Il~ (6.24) 
for XE U,, It1 <R, p,qEBR, A, BE M” and R > 0, where U, is a 
neighbourhood of aa and w,J a) + 0 as 0 + 0 + 
The following corresponds to Theorems II.1 and II.2 in the Lipschitz 
case. 
THEOREM VI.4. Assume (2.17), (6.24), and either (2.19) or (2.2&(2.22) 
with 8 > i. Then, if u and v are, respectively, Lipschitz continuous, viscosity 
sub- and supersolutions of (6.22), (6.8) holds. 
The argument of the proof of Theorem VI.3 with a new choice of cp, i.e., 
dx, y)=~(A(~)(x-y),~~-y)+l~-zl’, 6 > 0, 
applies to prove this theorem. The only new observation needed is this easy 
estimate: if Zi E 852, Ix - 21 < CE’/* and dist ( y, Q) < C&l/2 for some constant 
C > 0, then 
(Y(-fh D,dx, y))> -!q (w(lx-yl)+w(lx-zl)}-~, 
where w(a) + 0 as (T --) 0, and o is chosen independently of 2, x, and y. 
One of the main assertions in Section III is also valid. Indeed, we have: 
THEOREM VI.5 Let u and v be, respectively, Lipschitz continuous, 
viscosity sub- and supersolutions of (6.22). Assume that (2.17), (3.lw), (3.3), 
and (6.24) are satisfied. Then (6.8) holds. 
An obvious mixture of techniques above and those in Section III yields 
this result, and we leave the details of the proof to the reader. 
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VI.4. Back to the Dirichlet Problem 
In this section we come back to the Dirichlet problem 
F(x, u, Du, D*u) = 0 in R, 
u = h(x) on asz, 
(6.25) 
where h E C(XJ), and now look at this problem exactly in the same way as 
in Section VI.1. Indeed, (6.25) is the special case of (6.6) obtained by 
setting B(x, t, p) = t-h(x), and thus we have the notion of viscosity sub- 
and supersolutions to (6.25) as defined in Section VI.l. This viewpoint is 
very important when we deal with degenerate operators F as it is already 
realized in the case of first order equations (see [6, 12, 311). 
Throughout this section we assume that each z E &Z?, there is q E [w”, and 
a>0 such that 
Bdx + trl) = Q, VxEanBJz),O<Vt< 1. (6.26) 
THEOREM VI.5. Let u and v be, respectively, viscosity sub- and super- 
solutions of (6.25). 
(1) Zf u and v are continuous at points of al2 and the assumptions on 
F in Theorem VI.1 are satisfied, then (6.8) holds. 
(2) If u and v are Lipschitz continuous on d and if (2.17), (3.lw), 
(3.3), and (6.24) are satisfied, then (6.8) holds. 
Sketch of proof: We adapt an idea of H. Soner [Sl]. We begin with 
part (1). First, we observe that for any 0 < s < 1, (6.26) holds with sv and 
sa, respectively, in place of q and a. That is, we can choose q E IR” in (6.26) 
so that 1~1 >0 is as small as desired. We argue by contradiction and 
assume supa(u - v) > 0. We observe by Theorems II.1 and II.2 that 
sup(u - v) = (u - v)(z) for some z E XL Our arguments are divided into two 
cases; one is the case where u(z) > h(z) and the other is the case where 
v(z) <h(z). We first consider the case where u(z) > h(z). We let 
cpb, y,=& lX-Y++6112+ lx-z14, 0<6<1, 
where r] is from (6.26), and (x 6,E, ys,,) be a maximum point of 
U’(X) - u,(x) - cp(x, y) over [w” x KY’. Recall that dist (x~,~, Q) < CE’/* and 
dist( yb,E, fin) d CE’/* for some C> 0 independent of 6, E > 0. Taking sub- 
sequences if necessary, the points (x&,~, ys,,) converge to a maximum point 
(x,, y,)~axa of w(x, y)=u(x)-v(y)-~((x, y) as E+O+, and the 
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points xg, y, converge, as 6 + 0,) to z, the unique maximum of 
U(X) - u(x) - Ix - z14. In these convergences we have 
lim ~7x~,A = 4x6), lim b(~d = 4~~1, E E 
ii? u(x~) = u(z), and lim u( ys) = u(z). 
Therefore, if we choose 6 first and then E small enough and if 
Ix-.QEI < CE , ‘I2 then #(x8,,) >/r(x). Next, we observe that w(x,, y,)> 
w(z, z + 6~) since z + 61 E 52, and hence 
as 6-0,. 
This together with (6.26) implies that y, EQ if 6 is small enough. 
Moreover, if we choose 6 and then E small enough and if 1 y - Y&,~ I 6 CE”~, 
then y E 0. Thus, we conclude from Proposition VI.1 that if 6, E are small 
enough then there are X, YE M” such that 
for some ,+Z’, j E R”, where X = x~,~, j = Y&,~, I.? - Xl < CE”* and 
19 - jl 6 C&“*. Now, using (6.17), we argue as in the proof of 
Theorems II.1 and II.2 and deduce after sending E + 0 + that 
(u(xa)-u(ya))+ <w In,-z~*+‘xh-;;+h~l Ix&- ysl +‘xdg:.ai2). 
( 
Finally, letting 6 + 0 + and v -+ 0, we obtain a contradiction. The other 
case is treated similarly with 
cp(x, Y,=& Ix-Y--61l*+ IY-z14, 0<6<1, 
instead of the above choice of cp. 
We now turn to part (2). The proof goes similarly as the proof of part 
(1). We assume sup(u - u) = (U - v)(z) > 0 for z E XJ and only consider the 
case u(z) > h(z). We fix o! E (1,28), where 13 is from (3.3), and set 
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Using the Lipschitz continuity of u, we observe that for any maximum 
point (x,, ys) of w(x, y) = u(x) - u(y) - rp(x, y), we have 
xg - y, + 6q = O(P) as 6-O+, 
since, if 6 is small enough, then x6 + 6~ EQ and hence w(x,, y,) 2 
w(x6, x6 + 6~). With this estimate we deduce as in the proof of part (1) that 
W? u”(-f), GP(X, Y), w 6 0, 
FC.6, CAY), -Qm A, - Y)bO, 
x 0 
( ) 0 Y 
d D2qd.f, j)
for some X, YE mill’ and X, j, 2, j E R”, where (2, j) is a maximum point of 
U&(X) - u,(y) - cp(x, JJ) and .2’, j satisfy I?2 - Xl < C.Z’/~ and 1 j - jl < CE~/~ 
for some constant C > 0. As in the proof of Theorem III.1 we may send 
c-+0+ to get 
for some X, YE M” and X, j E IV. Moreover, (2, j) is a maximum point of 
u(x) - IJ( y) - cp(x, y). We see that 
where 0(1X--zl’) is an element of Ml”. Thus, from LemmaIII.l, we find 
that 
IlXll d0(6-“/*(ITr(X+ Y)I”*+ IX-zl)+ ITr(X+ Y)l), 
while, as in the proof of Theorem 111.1, we deduce 
(u(X)-u(j))++v ITr(X+ Y)l <~(IX-jyl~(l+ IIX~I))+O(IX--Z~~) 
for some v > 0 and function w satisfying o(a) -+ 0 as (T + 0,. Thus, 
combining these two inequalities and sending 6 + 0,) we conclude that 
(u(z) - u(z))+ < 0, a contradiction. 1 
It is possible to obtain the uniqueness (and comparison ...) of viscosity 
solutions by a different method adapted from I. Capuzzo-Colcetta and 
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P. L. Lions [ 123. We then replace the restrictive assumption (6.7) by one 
of the following assumptions: either Q is strictly starshaped, i.e., 
3, > 1, 3>0, VA E (1, E”,), dist(x, a) > y(i - 1) if XEK& 
F satisfies in a neighborhood U, of as2 
F(x, t, p, A) is uniformly continuous in p, uniformly for 
XEU,, ItI CR, AEM” (6.7’) 
or F satisfies (6.7’) and 
F(x, t, p, A) is convex in (p, A) for each XE U,, It1 <R 
(and R < CC is arbitrary) and .Q is a smooth domain. Exactly as in [ 121, 
more general assumptions are possible and when we deal with Lipschitz 
continuous solutions on 0 the convexity of F in A for x E U,, ItI + 1 pj < R 
is enough. 
In an (hopeless) attempt to restrict the length of this paper, we will not 
give a precise theorem, we will only explain how to adapt the proofs in 
[12] for the case where Sz is strictly starshaped and we are in the situation 
of part (1) of Theorem VI.5 Furthermore, to unify a bit the presentation 
we will replace the structure conditions on F assumed in Theorem VI.1 by 
the general structure condition (4.20) and we want to conclude that (6.8) 
holds. 
To prove this claim, we consider for v > 0, 6 > 0, the function ii defined 
on (1 +vG)Q by 
ii(x) = (1 + vS)% ?- 
( > l+v6 . 
It is very easy to check that ii is a viscosity subsolution of 
1 - 1 u -Dii,D2ii 
l+vS’(l+v6)2 ‘l+vS 
=0 in (1 +vJ)Q 
and that the appropriate “Dirichlet” condition holds on a(( 1 + v6)Q). 
Then, we apply the strategy of proof described in Section IV.3 and 
Lemma IV.l. And we find for 6, E small enough, using the starshapedness 
of Q, that there exist %~(l+vS)@ j~fi, X, YEMI~ satisfying (4.18), 
(4.19) such that 
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We then introduce z? = f/( 1 + ~6) and we observe that 
for some C, independent of v, 6, E. We may now conclude easily using (6.7’) 
and the structure condition (6.20), letting E + 0, 6 -+ 0, and then v -+ 0. 
Remark. If we replace in the above argument ii by 
then (6.7’) may be replaced by 
F(x, t, p, A) is uniformly continuous in A, uniformly for 
XEU,, Itl<R, PEW. (6.7”) 
VI.5 State-constraints Boundary Conditions 
According to H. Soner [Sl], viscosity sub- and supersolutions of the 
state-constraints problem for (1.1) are defined as follows. An USC function 
u on Q is said to be viscosity subsolution of this problem if it is a viscosity 
subsolution of (1.1). A lsc function u on Q is said to be a viscosity 
supersolution of the problem if whenever cp E C’(D) and u - cp achieves its 
maximum at x,E~, then 
It is obvious that viscosity sub- and super slutions of the state-constraints 
problem are, respectively, those of (6.25) with h(x) E + co. Looking at the 
state-constraints problem this way, we conclude that the same assertion for 
the state-constraints as Theorem VI.5 holds. 
Let us finally mention that the reader interested in the state-constraints 
problem and more precisely in some existence and uniqueness results 
should consult 152, 121 for the case of first order Hamilton-Jacobi equa- 
tions and [38] for some second order uniformly elliptic equations. 
VII. REGULARITY RESULTS 
In this section we present some regularity results for vicosity solutions of 
(1.1). 
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VII.l. Hiilder Continuity of Solutions 
In this section we are concerned with strictly elliptic equations. 
THEOREM VII.1. Assume (3.1), (3.2), and that 
F(x, ., p, A) is nondecreasing on [w for all x, p, A. (7.1) 
Let u E C(D) be a viscosity solution of (l.l), and assume 
MX)-U(Y)l6C Ix-Yla> Vb, Y)Ea(axQ), (7.2) 
for some constants 0 < tl6 1 and C > 0. Then 
W)-4Y)l dc’ IX-Yla, v’x, YEQ, (7.3) 
for some constant c’ > 0. 
Remark. In the case when 0 <u < 1, the sassumptions of the above 
theorem may be relaxed a bit. 
Sketch of Proof The proof of part (1) of Theorem III.1 yields this 
assertion for c1= 1 with minor changes. 
We prove the assertion in case where 0 < CI < 1. For simplicity, fixing 
R > 0 so that R > 2 sup, 1~1, we write o both for mR and pR. We may 
assume vR = 1. For r, A4 > 0 we set 
Q(x) = M lXla and A,= {(x, y)iG?xQl Ix- yl <r}. 
We first observe that if A42 C and MP > R, then U(X) - u(y) < @(x - y) 
for (x, y) E &l,. To complete the proof, we assume that M> C, Mr” z R 
and U(X) - u(y) > @(x - y) for some (x, y) E a,, and follow the proof the 
part (1) of Theorem III.1 with the above @ and v = u. We then find that 
lTr(X+ Y)l <Co{1 +~(lZ-jyl)(~&)*+~ I~?-jyl~(~+*)-* 
+4I~-.~l)(IlBll + IWX+ J’l)) 
for some (X, j) E A,, with X # j, matrices X, YE Ml” and constant Co > 0, 












( ciM)2’x II ) 
where t = CM 1% - jl OL <Mr” and C, is a constant independent of M and r. 
Now, we choose M= R/r” and observe that the expression inside of the 
above braces is positive for 0 < t < R and M > C if r is small enough. Thus 
we obtan a contradiction, proving (7.3). 
The above methods are easily modified to yield interior regularity results. 
THEOREM VII.2. Assume (7.1), (3.2), and that for any R > 0 there are 
constants Ye > 0, C, > 0, and 0 < 1< 2 such that 
F(x, t,p+q, A+B)<F(x, t,p, A)-v,TrB+C,(lpl’+l) (7.4) 
forallx~SZ,t~IW,p,q~[W”,andA,B~~*withIt~~R,~q~6R,andB~O. 
Let u E C(Q) be a viscosity solution of (1.1). Then for any 6 > 0 there is a 
constant C > 0 such that 
IW) - 4 YI G c lx - yl, vx, YEi-26. (7.5) 
Remark. If one replaces (3.2) by the weaker assumption indicated in 
the remark after Theorem VII.1 in the assumptions of the above theorem, 
then the following conclusion holds: for any 6 > 0 and 0 < tl < 1 there is a 
constant C > 0 such that 
l4x)-u(Y)l~cIx-Yl”, vx, yEi?*. (7.6) 
Sketch of proof: Let o, p, f, @, and r0 be as in the proof of part (1) of 
Theorem VII.1 but with c1= 0. In the definition of @ we now choose M so 
that Mr, > 4 supn (ul. We set 6 = r,, JK, and fix z E !Z?*,. Also we set 
cp(x, y) = @(x-y) + L Ix - z12, where L = 2 sup, lul/6*, and 
A;= {(x, y)e(W” xR”/(x-yl<6, Ix-z1 <S}. 
By the choice of M and L, we see that if (x, y)~aA, then 
cp(x, y) 22 supn Jul. It is clear that if (x, y)~ A then x, ~~52. We will 
prove that u(x) - u(y) d cp(x, y) for (x, y) E A, provided K is large enough. 
Once we prove this, plugging x = z into this, we conclude (7.5). To this 
end, we assume the contrary and proceed as in the proof of part (1) of 
Theorem 111.1. The only difference in the calculations from the proof of 
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part (1) of Theorem III.1 comes, of course, from the fact that cp(x, y) is not 
a function of x - y, and this is easily dealt with by taking the inequality 
x 0 
( ) 0 Y 
d D'cp(x, Y), 
where X, YE Ml” and x, y E R”, as 
( yfLZ “y) < ($g--;) 
We thus obtain 
ITr(X+Y)IdC,{l-t(LIx-~l)~+o(lx-YI)Ix-~l~ID~(x-y)l*+~ 
+ P(l.f- Yl)WW- Y)IV2 
+ ITr(X+ Y - 2LZ)I ‘I*) ITr(X+ Y- 2LZ)( ‘I*} 
for some (X, j)Ed,, with X # j, matrices X, YE ME and constant C, > 0. 
Since L= O(K*) and L IX - zI = O(K) as K+ co, we get a contradiction 
from the above inequality as in the proof of part (1) of Theorem III.1 if K 
is sufficiently large, which completes the proof. 
VIII.2. Semiconcavity of Solutions 
We show here that a combination of the techniques in [25] and a 
variant of Proposition II.3 provides a way to prove semiconcavity of solu- 
tions of Bellman equations. These semi-concavity results were first proved 
by probabilistic arguments by N. V. Krylov [35], P. L. Lions [46]. The 
function F now takes the form 
F(x, t, P, A) = sup { -TrC,(x)‘z,(x)A - (h,(x), PI + c&It -fJx)), 
aE.d 
(7.7) 
where d is a given set and Z,(x) E Ml(n, m) and b,(x) E R” for all tl E A&’ 
and x E R”. We use the following assumptions: 
3c, > 0, c,(x) 2 co for aE&‘andxER”, (7.8) 
z,, b,, c,, .fi~ W*+‘WY for fxE& (7.9) 
and moreover, 
sup Ilva II We.” <O-3 for v.=C,,b,,c,,f,. 
m E .d 
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THEOREM V11.3. Let Q be the whole space R”, and u E C(K) n 
W1,5( R”) be a viscosity solution of (1.1). Under the above assumptions, ifcO 
is sufficiently large, then u is semiconcave, i.e., 
u(x + h) + u(x - h) - 224(x) < C lhl2 Vx.hER” (7.10) 
for some constant C > 0. 
Sketch of proof: We are going to prove 
U(x)+U(y)-2U(z)bc(lx-z~4+ ly-z14+ (x+ y-2212)“2, 
vx, y, z E R”, 
for some constant C>O; this obviously yields (7.10) by pluging x=z+ h 
and y = z -h. It is easy to see that the above inequality is equivalent to the 
following one: 
U(x)+U(y)-2u(z)dc 6+;(lx-z14+ ly-z14+ Ix+ y-2z12) 
i i 
Q6 > 0, Vx, y, z E R", (7.11) 
for some constant C > 0. To prove (7.11), we fix any 6 > 0, y > 0 and 
M> 0, and set 
lfqx, y,z)= Ix-z14+ ly-z14+ Ix+ y-2z12, 
and 
It is clear that the function U(X) + u(y) - 2u(z) - cp(x, y, z) on R3” achieves 
a maximum. We assume as usual that this maximum value is positive, and 
will get a contradiction for cO, M large enough and y small enough, 
proving (7.11). Now, we fix E > 0 and observe that U&(X) + U’(Y) - 2u,(z) - 
cp(x, y, z) still has a positive maximum. Let (k, y, z) be one of its maximum 
points. It is obvious that y [Xl* is bounded as y + 0,. The proof of 
Proposition II.3 (see [24]) is now applied to show that there are matrices 
X, Y, 2 E MIH such that 
FAX, W), D,q(x, y, Z), X) < 0, (7.12) 
Fe( vv UE( PI, D, cp(X, y, Z), Y) Q 0, (7.13) 
F”(L v,(Z), - fDZrp(2, y, Z), - iz, > 0, (7.14) 
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and 
( x00 0   Y z  1 < D2q(X, y, 2). (7.15) 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 11.2. We calculate 
! 
Ix-zl2I 0 -IX-Z121 
=4 0 IY-z121 -ly-z121 
-I.x-2121 -ly-z121 (Ix-z12+ly-z12)I i 
! 
(x-z)@(x-z) 0 -(x-z)@(x-z) 
+8 0 (y-z)O(.J-2) -(Y-Z)@(Y-2) 
-(x-z)@(x-z) -(y-z)O(y-z) (x-z)o(x-zz)+(Y-z)o(Y-z) i 
and then that for C,, C,, Z, E M(m, n), 
CITC, c,%, z,%, 
Tr C,%, C,TL’, .Z2T.Z, D’$(x, y, z) 




+ Tr(C, + 2, - 2Zj)T(Z, + L’, -2X,). 
Multiplying (7.15) by the nonnegative matrix 
with Ci~ M(n, m), i= 1, 2, 3, 
taking the trace and using the above inequality, we get 
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Tr(C,TC,X+C2TC2Y+C3T~~Z)-2yTrC,TC, 
G4$Tr{l.?-zJ2(L, -C,)T(C, -Lx)+ I~-z~‘(~~-C~)~(Z.~--~)} 
+yTr{(~-z)@(-\---2)(.X-L’,)‘(Z,-2,) 
+(Y--z)0(y-z)(C2-~,)T(~2-C3)} 
+fTr(L’, +z:,-2C,)T(L’, +C,-2,X’,). (6.16) 
Also, we observe that 
(bl? QP(x, Y, z)) + (62, ~,cp(X? YY z)) + (h, Dzcp(x, Y, z)) 
4M 
=7 Ix-z12(b, -h,, x-z)+~ly-z12(bp53. y-z) 
+~(h,+h,-26,,x+y-2z)+2y(h,,x) (7.17) 
for x, y, ZE R” and bj~ R”, i= 1,2, 3, and that 
Cl 4x) + C24Y) - 2c34z) 
= (Cl -cd(a) - u(z)) + (c2 - CJ(4Y) - u(z)) 
+ (Cl + c2 - 2C,)u(z) + c3(u(x) + u(y) - 2U(Z)) (7.18) 
for x, y, ZE R” and CUE R, i= 1, 2, 3. Finally, we add (7.12) to (7.13), sub- 
tract twice of (7.14) from the resulting inequality, and apply (7.16)-(7.18) 
and the inequality 
l~~~~+~~~~--Z~~~~16~ll~llw2.~(~+~~~x,1.,z~) 
for x, y, z E IF!” and ge W2~~(R”), we then obtain 
c,(uC(-q+ u”(j+2u,(Z))6 C(M+ 1) 6 +f $(X, y, 2) +0(l), 
( > 
(7.19) 
whereo(l)+Oass,y-+O+ and C is a positive constant depending only on 
ll~,IIw*.=, l/~,Ilw~.~, /lcl/lw~.~, and II~,IIW~.z, ~LELX?, Thus, we have 
> 
<C(M+l) s+$(x,j,z) +0(l), 
> 
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and hence, if c0 > C, A4 < C/(c, - C) and E and y are small enough, then we 
get a contradiction. 
Remarks. (1) Techniques similar to the above but closer to the proof of 
Theorem 11.2, of course, yield the Holder (including Lipschitz) continuity 
of solutions of Isaacs-Bellman equations, i.e., Eqs. (1.1) with F defined by 
(2.20), provided that c0 (from (2.21)) is large enough, C,,, b,,, cxD, fga are 
bounded in W’.as( RN) uniformly in U, /I and u satisfies (7.2). 
(2) Of course, the same result holds for the parabolic version 
au 
at + F(x, t, u, Du, D’u) = 0 in R” x (0, T), (7.20) 
where F is still given by (2.7) (Z, f, c now depend on t). With the same 
assumption (7.9) but now uniformly in t E (0, T), Theorem VII.3 holds and 
the constant C in (7.10) does not depend on t. Observe that c0 no longer 
needs to be large. 
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